
Type of Event: Techno-Cultural Event 

Event Date: 20th & 21st February, 2023 

Location: NMIMS Navi Mumbai Campus  

Number of Attendees: 500 

Convener: Student Council, PR Committee & Analytics Club –  

SOMASA 

Name of the Event: Vishleshan 2.0 
 

Vishleshan 2.0, a Techno-cultural fest organized by the Student Council, PR 

Committee & Analytics Club of the School of Mathematics, Applied Statistics & 

Analytics, was held on February 20th and 21st 2023. The event was aimed at 

catering to the interests of students from all schools and disciplines, with the 

objective of uniting all schools through the string of analytics. 

The event was hosted on the campus of NMIMS, Navi Mumbai, and was open to 

all 2500+ in-house students, as well as participants from other reputed colleges 

across Mumbai and Navi Mumbai. The event showcased a wide range of 

activities that catered to the interests of students from all walks of life, including 

technologically oriented events, cultural events, food-related events, and sports. 

The event kicked off with a banner drop, followed by the inauguration program 

and some very sightful speech deliveries by our beloved director, Dr. 

Parthasarathi N. Mukherjee, Dr. Ruchita Verma, Dr. Jyoti Verma and Chief guest, 

Mr. Kushal Ranmale. The event also had many sponsors, including their stalls for 

food, jewelry, accessories, and drinks, providing a plethora of choices for students 

to indulge in. Many gift prizes and coupons were distributed, adding to the 

excitement of the event. 

              



            

                                      
 

The participants were then treated to a range of activities. Day 1 was all about: 

• Pitch Perfect: This event was designed for students interested in marketing 

and sales. Participants pitched their business ideas to investors and 

received feedback on their presentations. 

• Foosball Fiesta: Foosball enthusiasts had a chance to showcase their skills 

and compete with each other. 

• Hobblin's Gobblin: This was a treasure hunt and murder mystery event, 

which kept the participants on their toes as they solved clues to uncover 

the murderer. A full house treasure hunt with 80+ participants was 

conducted all over the campus with hints in the form of statistical, 

mathematical and coding cues. 

• Swaad Anusaar: A cooking competition where students displayed their 

culinary skills and presented their signature dishes. 

• Faculty Performance: This event saw the talented faculty members of the 

school showcase their skills in music and dance. 

• Rapper's Performance: This event featured some of the best rappers from 

the region, who mesmerized the audience with their lyrical prowess. 

• Swiftie Night: A major hit among the students, this event saw a huge 

turnout as fans of Taylor Swift gathered to sing and dance to her popular 

songs. 



  
 

     
 

            
 

                  
 

The next day (Day 2) resumed with the final rounds of Hobblin’s Gobblin – The 

treasure Hunt, while the other participants were busy debating in the moot court 

in an event called Hoot in the Moot. Swaad Anusaar was a significant event and 

a chaotic and magical one for sure, a baking contest to flaunt the participants' 

compatibility with the Fahrenheit. As the Hunters ran around, the participants of 

Trade-Off sweated to press their business ventures to a team of Judges trying to 

fetch a brilliant but unique idea set, a spinoff to the popular show Shark Tank. 

 

 



• Trade-Off: A finance event where students tested their skills in trading and 

investing in a simulated stock market environment. 

• Hoot in the Moot: A debate competition where students argued on relevant 

topics and presented their views. 

• Comedy Show: A stand-up comedy show that left the audience in splits. 

• Comicstaan: This event featured five famous comedians who performed 

their best stand-up routines and entertained the audience. 

• DJ Night: The event concluded with a lively DJ night, where the students 

danced the night away to the latest tracks. 

 

              

 
 

       
 

                                                                                                             



In conclusion, Vishleshan 2.0 was a massive success, with a plethora of events 

and activities that catered to the diverse interests of the students. The participation 

of students from different schools and colleges made the event even more vibrant 

and exciting. The Techno-Cultural event provided a platform for students to 

showcase their talents, creativity, and skills. It was a great example of how 

analytics can bring people together and foster a sense of community, and it is 

likely to inspire future generations of students to continue this tradition of 

excellence. 

The success of the event was largely due to the hard work, dedication, and 

enthusiasm of the student council members and volunteers who tirelessly worked 

behind the scenes to ensure everything ran smoothly. The support and 

encouragement of the faculty members were also instrumental in making the 

event a grand success. 

The event ended with a sense of satisfaction and contentment among the 

organizers, participants, and attendees, leaving behind beautiful memories and a 

feeling of pride in the achievement of a successful event. Overall, Vishleshan 2.0 

was a remarkable event that brought the entire student community together and 

left everyone looking forward to the next edition with great anticipation. 

 

  

  

 



 

  

 


